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Background
The electricity settlement process determines how much suppliers pay for the energy that
their customers use in each half hour of the day. The majority of electricity consumers do
not have meters that can record half-hourly (HH) consumption data and they are
therefore settled non-half-hourly (NHH) using estimates of their consumption in each half
hour. These estimates are based on a consumer’s total consumption and its assumed
load profile, ie how its total consumption is spread over time, which is determined by a
consumer’s ‘Profile Class’.
NHH consumers are assigned to one of eight Profile Classes, based o n their expected
consumption pattern and meter type. For example, most domestic consumers are
assigned to Profile Class 1, but domestic consumers with an Economy 74 meter are
assigned to Profile Class 2.
Since 6 April 2014, suppliers have had a licence obligation to supply consumers in Profile
Classes 5-8 (who are generally considered to be larger non-domestic consumers) through
a HH-capable advanced meter. In October 2014, we approved Balancing and Settlement
Code (BSC) Modification P272.5 As a result of this change, suppliers will be required to
settle consumers in Profile Classes 5-8 using their HH consumption data from 1 April
2016.
As part of the P272 solution, and to meet the 1 April 2016 implementation date, suppliers
will need to move c onsumers in Profile Classes 5-8 from NHH settlement to HH
settlement during the 2015/16 charging year, ie the year from 1 April 2015. These
consumers will therefore spend part of the year under NHH settlement and part of the
year in HH settlement. Under the current transmission charging arrangements, this move
from NHH to HH settlement could result in suppliers being over charged for transmission
network use of system (TNUoS) charges. This is due to the different ways in which
TNUoS charges are levied in respect of HH and NHH consumers.
TNUoS charges recover the costs of constructing and maintaining the GB electricity
transmission system. They are levied on suppliers in respect of their customers’ use of
the transmission system. The way in whic h consumers are settled (ie whether HH or
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NHH) determines the way in which TNUoS charges are calculated. For NHH consumers,
charges are based on use of the network each day between 16:00 and 19:00. However,
for HH consumers, TNUoS charges are based on average use of the network at ‘Triad’,
the three points of peak demand during the charging year. These normally occur in the
latter half of the charging year. So, under the current charging arrangements, if a
consumer moves from NHH to HH settlement before Triad, its supplier will be subject to a
full year’s HH TNUoS charge, but will also receive a NHH TNUoS charge for the part of the
year in which the consumer was NHH metered. 6
Suppliers are required to provide demand forecasts to National Grid Electricity
Transmission (NGET). The TNUoS charges levied by NGET on them are based on these
forecasts and invoiced throughout the charging year. The difference in charges between
actual and forecast demand is subject to interest and also affects the amount of credit
that a supplier needs to put in place for the following charging year. So, if suppliers are
unable to provide accurate forecasts, this can increase their costs which will in turn be
passed on to consumers.
On 20 March 2015, we received a request from the BSC Panel to delay impleme ntation of
P272 until 1 April 2017. We expect to make a decision on this request soon.
The modification proposal
NGET proposed CMP241 on 23 February 2015. CMP241 proposes that , from 1 April 2015:


where Profile Class 5-8 consumers move from NHH to HH set tlement during a
charging year that begins before P272 is implemented, they are treated as NHH
for TNUoS charging purposes for that full charging year;



where Profile Class 5-8 consumers have moved from NHH to HH settlement prior
to the start of a charging year that begins before P272 is implemented, the
associated supplier may choose whether they are treated as HH or NHH for TNUoS
charging purposes for that charging year.

For example, if P272 is implemented as planned on 1 April 2016, where a customer has
moved to HH settlement during the 2015/16 charging year, it will be treated as NHH for
TNUoS charging purposes for that whole year. Where a customer has moved to HH
settlement prior to the 2015/16 charging year (ie before 1 April 2015), the associated
supplier can choose for that customer to be treated as NHH or HH for TNUoS charging
purposes during the 2015/16 charging year.
If we were to agree to delay P272 as requested by the BSC Panel the same arrangements
will apply for any future charging year that begins prior to the implementation of P272.
Customers that move during that year will be treated as NHH for TNUoS charging
purposes for that whole year. Where customers have moved prior to the start of that
charging year, suppliers can choose for them to be treated as either NHH or HH.
CMP241 seeks to avoid suppliers being overcharged by receiving a part year’s NHH
TNUoS charge and a full year’s HH TNUoS charge for a given customer and, therefore,
such charges being passed on to consumers.
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CMP241 also seeks to remove uncertainty about TNUoS liabilities for suppliers. Suppliers
need to know how different classes of c onsumers will be treated from a charging
perspective to provide accurate forecasts to NGET and reflect these charges in their
commercial positions accurately. Inacc urate forecasts will impact on suppliers’ charges,
cash flows and future liabilities and securities.
Following a request from NGET, and on the recommendation of the CUSC Panel, we
agreed to grant urgent treatment for consideration of the proposal.7 We set out that we
agreed that this issue needs to be addressed urgently, to give consumers and suppliers
certainty over TNUoS charges prior to the implementation of P272. It is important that
any change is implemented as soon as possible to give suppliers and customers more
certainty in respect of the TNUoS charges they will face in the 2015/16 charging year. A
workgroup assessed and consulted on CMP241 in line with the urgent timetable proposed
by NGET in their request for urgency to which we agreed.
CUSC Panel8 recommendation
The CUSC Panel considered the draft Final Modification Report for CMP 241 at its meeting
on 23 March 2015. The Panel voted unanimously that the proposal better facilitates the
relevant CUSC charging objectives. Five Panel members considered that the proposal
better facilitates objectives (a), (b) and (c) and is neutral against objective (d). Three
Panel members considered that the proposal better facilitates objectives (a) and (b) and
is neutral against objectives (c) and (d). The views of Panel members are set out in full in
the Final Modification Report (FMR).
Our decision
We have considered the issues raised by the modification proposal and the FMR dated 25
March 2015. We have considered and taken into account the responses to the workgroup
and Code Administrator consultations on the modification proposal and the views of Panel
members which appear in the FMR.9 We have concluded that:
1. implementation of the modification proposal will better facilitate the achievement of
the relevant CUSC charging objectives 1 0 ; and
2. directing that the modification be made is consistent with our principal objective
and statutory duties.1 1
Reasons for our decision
In our view, CMP241 prevents overcharging of suppliers and customers and also provides
certainty for suppliers and customers in respect of their TNUoS liabilities prior to the
implementation of P272. Both factors should reduce uncertainty and risk for suppliers and
7
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consumers. For these reasons, we consider that CMP241 better facilitates relevant CUSC
charging objectives (a), (b) and (c). We consider that CMP241 is neutral in respect of
relevant CUSC charging objective (d).
Objective (a) ‘that compliance with the use of system charging methodology
facilitates effective competition in the generation and supply of electricity and
(so far as is consistent therewith) facilitates competition in the sale,
distribution and purchase of electricity’
CMP241 will reduce uncertainty for suppliers and their customers in relation to their
TNUoS charges prior to the implementation of P272. Suppliers will know in advance how
their customers will be charged such that they can provide accurate forecasts to NGET
and their customers. Inaccurate forecasts will impact on suppliers’ charges, c ash flows
and future liabilities and securities. CMP241 will also prevent overcharging of suppliers
and customers. This overcharging was not assumed when the 2015/16 TNUoS tariffs
were finalised. Therefore, there is an increased risk that overcharging may also lead to
over recovery of TNUoS revenue in 2015/16 (although we recognise there are other
relevant factors that will influence levels of recovery in any given charging year) . This
over recovery will also feed through to tariffs for 2017/18 leading to increased tariff
volatility.
All these factors should reduce uncertainty and risk for suppliers and consumers and,
therefore, better facilitate effective competition in the supply of electricity.
Objective (b) ‘that compliance with the use of system charging methodology
results in charges which reflect, as far as is reasonably practicable, the costs
(excluding any payments between transmission licensees which are made under
and in accordance with the STC) incurred by transmission licensees in their
transmission businesses and which are compatible with standard condition C26
(Requirements of a connect and manage connection)’
In our view, treating consumers as NHH and HH in a single charging year for the
purposes of TNUoS charging will result in charges t hat are not cost reflective, and in
particular in potential overcharging. It is estimated that if all metering systems affected
by P272 moved across at the end of October 2015, TNUoS demand liabilities for 2015/16
will increase by approximately £70m without CMP241.1 2 By preventing this, CMP241 will
result in charges that better reflect the costs incurred by transmission licensees in their
transmission businesses.
Objective (c) ‘that, so far as is consistent with sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), the
use of system charging methodology, as far as is reasonably practicable,
properly takes account of the developments in transmission licensees'
transmission businesses’
CMP241 provides clarity in respect of TNUoS charging during the implementation of P272.
CMP241 also seeks to avoid over recovery of TNUoS charges by NGE. We therefore
consider that CMP241 properly takes account of a development in NGET’s business as
System Operator with responsibility for administ ering transmission charges, ie the move
from NHH settlement to HH settlement of customers in profile classes 5-8.
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Decision notice
In accordance with Standard Condition C10 of NGET’s Transmission Licence, the
Authority, hereby consent s that modification proposal CMP241 ‘TNUoS Demand Charges
during the Implementation of P272’ be made.

Kersti Berge
Partner, Transmission
Signed on behalf of the Authority and authorised for that purpose
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